An improved mixture robust probabilistic linear discriminant analyzer for fault classification.
This article introduces a novel fault classification method based on the mixture robust probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (MRPLDA). Unlike conventional probabilistic models like probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA), probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) introduces two sets of latent variables to represent the within-class and between-class information, resulting in an enhanced classification capability. In order to deal with outliers and non-Gaussian distributed variables commonly encountered in industrial processes, a mixture of robust PLDA model is considered by imposing the Student's t-priors on the noise and hidden variables of the PLDA model. Based on the model, a variational Bayesian expectation-maximization algorithm is developed for parameter estimation. In order to determine the state/class of a test sample, this article proposes a new state inference method by considering the joint probability between the test and training samples. The state inference method consists of a probability approximation, an evidence inference, and a voting based decision stage. The performance of the proposed fault classification method is illustrated by a numerical example and an application study to the Tennessee Eastman (TE) process.